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Outfitted with ATN exclusive Smart features
Powerful 5x magnification
Automatic on/off proximity sensor
High resolution Gen 1+ image intensifier tubes
Multi-coated all-glass optics
Long Range infrared illuminator
Water and fog resistant
Limited Two-Year Warranty

Export Warning: These products are subject to one or more of the export control laws and regulations of the U.S. Government. Pending the model these products are under the control jurisdiction of 
either the US Department of State or the US Bureau of Industry and Security US Department of Commerce. Export without proper licensing or consent is strictly prohibited. 

ACCESSORIES

If you want the best technologically advanced 1st Gen. pair 
of Night Vision binoculars available, look no further. We 
present you with the ATN Night Scout, “Smart” binoculars. 
These binoculars come with a pair of high resolution 1st Gen. 
image intensifier tubes, which provide you with a very sharp 
and bright image. The computerized proximity sensor, once 
activated, turns the unit on when in viewing position and off 
when not. The heavy-coated 90mm glass lenses allow for 
optimum clarity and distance. The best part is that if there is 
no light to amplify, with the help of the infra-red illuminator, 
you can cut through the darkness.

TUBE SPECIFICATIONS

HIGH QUALITY 1+ GEN IMAGE INTENSIFIER TUBE

* Specifications are provided for informational purposes only. Actual values may vary

DESCRIPTION
GENERATION
RESOLUTION, lp/mm*
EXPORT

Standard
1+
40
Available

SPECIFICATIONS
MAGNIFICATION 5x
LENS SYSTEM 6 (9) elements; F1. 2, 90mm
FIELD OF VIEW 20°
RANGE OF FOCUS 20m to �
POWER SUPPLY two 3 volt lithium
BATTERY LIFE 10-20 hours
OPERATING TEMPERATURE -40°C to +50°C
STORAGE TEMPERATURE -50°C to +70°C
DIMENSIONS 225mm x 150mm x 60mm
WEIGHT 1.5kg.

CAMERA ADAPTER
ACMUCA01

IR-450
ACMUIR45B1
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